
What's Included

(1) M28 FUEL 1-1/8" SDS Plus Rotary Hammer (0757-20)
(1) M18™ HAMMERVAC™ Dedicated Dust Extractor (2715-DE)

Where to Buy

Shop Online

Find Local

     

Powered by FUEL technology, the M28 FUEL 1-1/8” SDS Plus Rotary Hammer delivers corded speed, corded durability, and up to 2x more runtime.
The Milwaukee POWERSTATE Brushless Motor Provides 3.5 ft-lbs of impact energy, 0-1,1350 RPM and 0-5,000 BPM.  

REDLITHIUM XC Battery Packs provide longer runtime, 20% more power and 2X more recharges than standard Lithium-Ion batteries. REDLINK
PLUS Intelligence integrates full-circle communication between tool, battery and charger to protect from overloading, overheating, and over-
discharging.  
The M28TM Cordless 1-1/8” SDS-Plus Rotary Hammer provides consistent, fade-free power and superior runtime, making it an ideal solution for
electrical, mechanical, pipe fitter and plumbing trades.  Dual Anti-Vibration reduces vibration and fatigue, while the balanced design and variable-
speed trigger ensures smooth, accurate starts and optimum balance and control.

Features

Powerful 28-volt motor: Delivers 1,350 RPM and 5,000 BPM
with 3.5 ft./lbs. of torque for superoir performance

Optimal drilling range in concrete: Drill from 3/16" to 3/4" with a
1" solid bit capacity and 2-1/2" thin wall core bit capacity

Compact, well-balanced design: Allows you to work comfortably
in tight spaces and overhead

All-metal gear case and block construction: Provides precise
bearing and gear setting for long term reliability

Variable speed trigger and reverse: Allow for accurate drill bit
starting and easy bit/fastener removal

Keyless chuck: Permits fast, tool-free bit changes

Integral Clutch: Minimizes torque reactions and helps protect
gears

Three Operating Modes: Choose hammer drill, drill or chipping
for maximum versatility

Specifications

Length 19"

Weight 13.3 lbs

Height 12.25"

Width 3.9"
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